
Kratiste Rabbit DIY

What do you need?
3 Kratiste plant support sticks
Hairdryer
Pruning shears
Coldwater in a big, flat dish.
Soldering iron

How do you make it?
● Print out the Kratiste Rabbit figure.
● Use one stick for the left side of the rabbit, one stick for the right

side of the rabbit and one stick for the attachments.
● Cut both sides of the stick obliquely, so you can connect the

pieces of the rabbit later on with the soldering iron.
● Lay the first Kratiste plant support stick over the figure of the

rabbit, starting with the end, the piece you use to stick in the soil.
● Get the hair dryer and blow at the point you want to bend for 50

seconds.
● Bent the first part of the rabbit, hold it and cool it in the water for

approximately 10 seconds.
● Repeat the previous two steps until you shaped the first side of the rabbit.
● Use the second stick to make the other side of the rabbit in the same way you formed

the first side
● Use the third stick to make the attachments.

How do you put it all together?
● Use the soldering iron to ‘glue’ the pieces together. CAUTION: the Kratiste stick gets

really hot from the soldering iron!
● Heat up the end of the Rabbit ear and the side of the Rabbit’s head attachment

piece.
● When both heated up, press them against each other and let them cool down in the

water.
● Repeat the two previous steps with the other side of the Rabbit’s head attachment

piece.
● Heat up the side of the bottom piece and the upside of the piece you use to stick in

the soil.
● Press them together when hot, hold them against each other and place in the water

to cool down.


